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Single-Harmonic Response Open-loop
Kelvin-probe Force Microscopy

Thomas Hackl , Mathias Poik , and Georg Schitter

Abstract—The measurement of electrical surface charges and
their associated potentials at the nanoscale plays a crucial
role in understanding important molecular processes, such as
corrosion or biological tissue interactions. Measurement of these
potential distributions, especially in aqueous environments, is not
always possible with standard AFM-based techniques. The herein
proposed single-harmonic response open-loop Kelvin-probe Force
Microscopy (SH-KPFM) mode circumvents issues of common
methods and enables such investigations in water via a suitable
choice of the electrical excitation signal. The mode is validated
by means of parameter sweeps on calibration samples and
compared to conventional KPFM in air. Furthermore, SH-KPFM
is applied to investigate the potential distribution and time-
dependent depolarization of a charged PMMA surface immersed
in deionized water, demonstrating its ability to analyze complex
electrostatic interactions on the nanoscale.

Index Terms—Kelvin-probe Force Microscopy, surface charge,
solid-liquid interface, PMMA, aqueous solution

I. INTRODUCTION

SURFACE charges and potentials play a key role in various
processes ranging from energy conversion/storage [1] to

interactions at the biomolecular scale [2]. Gaining further
understanding of the underlying mechanisms is of paramount
importance and requires knowledge of these electrical sample
properties at the nanoscale. The only techniques providing a
spatially resolved quantitative measurement thereof are based
on Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), where a cantilever with a
sharp tip at its free end is scanned over the sample surface [3].
The electrostatic interaction of this tip with the sample can be
measured, leading to various surface properties such as doping
concentration [4] or electric potential distribution [5].

The classical mode among the AFM-based electrical char-
acterisation techniques is known as Kelvin-probe Force Mi-
croscopy (KPFM) [6]. It enables the simultaneous mea-
surement of sample topography and its surface potential
with nanometer resolution. Despite its successful use for the
investigation of novel solar-cell technologies [7] or DNA
biomolecules [8], its measurement environment is limited to
ambient or vacuum conditions due to its use of a dc-bias.
However, many scientifically interesting processes, such as
corrosion effects or biological tissue interactions, inherently
take place at the solid-liquid interface. Unless the measurement
solution is not a non-polar solvent [9], the application of
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KPFM faces limits in these areas. Especially in polar liq-
uids such as water, the used dc-bias between cantilever and
sample in KPFM induces electrochemical reactions such as
electrolysis [10], [11], inhibiting a controlled measurement
environment and can even cause damage to the cantilever and
sample.

With the exception of closed-loop AC-KPFM [12], only
open-loop methods [13], [14] have been shown to operate
in water, since they circumvent the need for this detrimen-
tal dc-bias between cantilever and sample during the mea-
surement. These open-loop modes build on the principle of
multi-frequency AFM [15], where the surface potential is
determined by measuring the cantilever deflection amplitudes
at multiple harmonics (usually two) of the excitation sig-
nal, and are therefore often referred to as dual-harmonic
(DH)-KPFM. In its most basic form the application of the
voltage UC = a ⋅sin(ωt) on the cantilever leads to electrostatic
forces and therefore deflection amplitudes at ω and 2ω which
are measured. With knowledge (i.e. identification/calibration)
of the cantilever transfer functions at these frequencies the
quantitative surface potential can then be calculated in a post-
processing step. However, this necessity for transfer function
calibration poses challenges regarding measurement reliability.
Possible tip contamination or other changes in the transfer
function throughout the measurement due to drift are espe-
cially an issue when operating in liquid environments [16],
[17], as they can lead to invalid calibrations and therefore
erroneous results. In addition, due to the amplitude detection
at multiple related frequencies, it is hardly possible to make
use of the enhanced Q-factor at cantilever resonances since the
detection frequencies (i.e., ω and 2ω) cannot both be placed
individually on cantilever resonances. Further developments,
which aimed at improving the spatial resolution [18], the drive
frequency [19] or the measurement routine [20], [21] have
evolved. However, the general principle with the need for
knowledge of the cantilever transfer functions and amplitude
detection at non-resonances remained.

The contribution of this paper is the development of single-
harmonic response open-loop KPFM (SH-KPFM). It enables
quantitative surface potential measurements in water via the
detection of the cantilever deflection phase at a single fre-
quency. This is achieved by modification of the electrical
excitation signal in order to take advantage of frequency
mixing. Since the excitation and thus the detection frequency
can be freely chosen, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can
be maximized by exploiting the Q-factor at the cantilever
resonance. The necessity for calibration is reduced down to a
single parameter, which minimizes possible influence of drift
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during the measurement. After derivation of the theoretical
formulations of SH-KPFM in the following section, the mode
is experimentally verified by means of parameter sweeps on a
calibration sample. The last part deals with the application of
SH-KPFM for surface potential measurements on a partially
charged poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA surface in air and
water.

II. SINGLE-HARMONIC RESPONSE OPEN-LOOP KPFM
To enable a measurement of the quantitative surface poten-

tial distribution ϕ(x, y) of a sample via the deflection response
of an AFM cantilever at a single frequency, it is necessary
to suitably adjust the electrical excitation voltage UC. The
frequency mixing terms of the resulting electrostatic force
should coincide with the fundamental harmonics of UC, which
is achieved by the following voltage:

UC = a ⋅ [sin(ωt) + sin(2ωt)]. (1)

The resulting force on the cantilever Fel = 1/2⋅∂C/∂z ⋅(UC+ϕ)2,
arising from the electrostatic interaction of UC and the local
surface potential ϕ on the sample is then given by:

Fel = 1

2

∂C

∂z

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ϕ2 + a2+2aϕ ⋅ sin(ωt) + a2 ⋅ cos(ωt)+2aϕ ⋅ sin(2ωt) − a2/2 ⋅ cos(2ωt)− a2 ⋅ cos(3ωt)− a2/2 ⋅ cos(4ωt)

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (2)

where ∂C/∂z is the capacitance gradient at the tip-sample
separation z. The force terms Fω and F2ω (second and third
row in (2), respectively) are of particular interest as they
are composed of an in-phase (sin) and an out-of-phase (cos)
component. These excite the following deflections on the
cantilever via its transfer functions G(ω) and G(2ω):

Aω = G(ω) ⋅ Fω=Xω ⋅ sin(ωt + φω) + Yω ⋅ cos(ωt + φω)
A2ω = G(2ω) ⋅ F2ω=X2ω ⋅ sin(2ωt + φ2ω) + Y2ω ⋅ cos(2ωt + φ2ω),

(3)

where φω = arg[G(ω)] and φ2ω = arg[G(2ω)] are the
cantilever phase responses at the respective frequencies. In
order to correctly separate the two components at ω or 2ω as
given in (2), φω or φ2ω need to be compensated. This can
be done either in a post-processing step or directly by the
used amplitude demodulator (i.e. lock-in amplifier) as shown
in Fig. 1. To this end, its reference phase ΘRef. has to be set
accordingly (e.g., ΘRef. = −φω) which is achieved by identifi-
cation of φω prior to the measurement. A direct measurement
of the following orthogonal deflection components (X and Y )
is therefore enabled:

Xω = ∣G(ω)∣ ⋅ 1

2

∂C

∂z
⋅ 2aϕ

Yω = ∣G(ω)∣ ⋅ 1

2

∂C

∂z
⋅ a2

X2ω = ∣G(2ω)∣ ⋅ 1
2

∂C

∂z
⋅ 2aϕ

Y2ω = −∣G(2ω)∣ ⋅ 1
2

∂C

∂z
⋅ a2
2

(4)

Fig. 1. Setup of SH-KPFM with the added components on the upper right
side. A signal generator (dashed box) is used to generate UC , which is
applied to the conducting cantilever. The in-phase and out-of-phase deflection
components (i.e., X and Y ) are measured by lock-in amplifier B, whose
reference frequency is either ω or 2ω. The surface potential ϕ is calculated
in a post-processing step as discussed in the text using Equ. (5).

Equ. (4) indicates that the surface potential ϕ can be calculated
from the ratio of the in-phase (X) to the out-of-phase (Y )
component at either ω or 2ω. The unknown transfer functions∣G(ω)∣, ∣G(2ω)∣ and the frequency-dependent tip-sample ca-
pacitance gradients ∂C/∂z at ω and 2ω cancel out:

ω ∶ ϕ = Xω

Yω
⋅ a
2
= cot(Θω) ⋅ a

2

2ω ∶ ϕ = −X2ω

Y2ω
⋅ a
4
= − cot(Θ2ω) ⋅ a

4
.

(5)

Finally, with the known drive amplitude a and the identity
cot(Θ) = X/Y follows that the measurement of the demod-
ulated cantilever deflection phase Θ at a single frequency
(ω or 2ω) is sufficient for the full quantitative determination
of the local surface potential on the sample. However, the
measurement of both components is advisable, since Y is
directly proportional to the tip-sample capacitance gradient
and hence provides additional valuable information on the
sample composition [22].

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Setup

The experimental setup is implemented as illustrated in
Fig. 1, where a signal generator (33522B, Keysight Tech-
nologies, USA) is used to provide the drive signal UC to
the cantilever and the reference signals (at ω and 2ω) to the
external lock-in amplifier (SR844, Stanford Research Systems,
USA). The AFM system (Multimode 8, Bruker, USA) consists
of a Nanoscope V controller with a signal access module
to access various signals, such as the measured cantilever
deflection. The inputs of the controller are used to record
the demodulated deflection components (X,Y ) alongside the
topography measurement. With the known drive amplitude
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Bode plot of an electrically actuated cantilever in air and water
with (b) a zoomed-in plot of the first resonance in air as indicated in (a). The
working point for SH-KPFM at f1 for measurements in air is marked with a
black circle. Black solid lines represent a model fit considering the first two
resonances of the cantilever.

Fig. 3. Charge writing process of the PMMA covered substrate via the
application of a pulse-voltage on the AFM cantilever, while scanning in
intermittent contact mode over the sample. Two spatially separated regions
(10x3.3 µm) are charged with opposing sign as visualized.

a, the surface potential distribution is calculated in a post-
processing step using Equ. (5). As conventional KPFM, the
instrument is operated in dual-pass mode (i.e. lift-mode)
to minimize cross-talk between the topography and surface
potential measurements.
For all experiments, the same cantilever (Tap150GB-G, Bud-
getSensors, Bulgaria) with a nominal stiffness of k = 5N/m
and an overall gold coating is used. The noble metal coat-
ing ensures good electrical conductivity and prevents any
unwanted effects when operating in aqueous solutions (e.g.
corrosion of aluminum coated cantilevers). The cantilever
is mounted in a liquid-cell holder, that provides a sealed
environment to the sample and in-/outlets for liquid exchange.
For the experiments in liquid the cell is filled via a connected
syringe, containing highly deionized water (milli-Q water,
Millipore, USA) [23]. The identified transfer function of the
cantilever in air and water is shown in Fig. 2 with a zoomed
in view on the first resonance in air together with the marked
operation frequency f = 126.3kHz. The working point for
measurements in water is similarly set on the first resonance
at 57 kHz (not highlighted). If not otherwise stated, lift-heights
of 50 nm, drive amplitudes of a = 2V and detection at ω is
used, which simplifies the calculation of the surface potential
down to the relation of the demodulated cantilever deflection
amplitudes: ϕ = Xω/Yω (see Equ. (5)).

B. Sample Preparation

For the verification measurements in air in Sec. IV-A a flat
n-doped silicon sample is used, whose potential is controlled
by a separate signal generator. The applied voltage acts as a
ground-truth to which the measured potential is compared.
Measurements on actual spatially distributed surface charges
are performed on a flat poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA
covered surface. A gold covered silicon substrate (Micro to
Nano, Netherlands) is used as a carrier, onto which a layer
of 270 nm PMMA (AR-P 679.04, Allresist, Germany) is spin-
coated (checked via ellipsometry). This layer acts as an electret
and is subject to charge injection. PMMA is used as it is
known for its good charge storage properties, which can
even withstand immersion in water [24], [25]. Distributed
potential patterns are generated via pulse-voltages between the
cantilever tip and the underlying substrate during topography
scans as indicated in Fig. 3. To this end a voltage amplifier
(WMA-300, Falco Systems, Netherlands), which is controlled
by a signal generator is connected to the cantilever. Positive
and negative potential areas (10 x 3.3 µm separated by 4 µm)
with ∼1 V in magnitude are generated via +25 V and -35 V
voltage pulses at a repetition rate of 5 kHz and a duty cycle
of 10 %, respectively.

C. Measurement Procedure

As already discussed in Sec. II, the phase response of the
cantilever at the detection frequency needs to be identified
in order to guarantee correct operation. Fig. 2 shows a Bode
plot of an electrostatically actuated cantilever, where the first
two resonances are clearly visible. Although in general any
frequency can be chosen, it is advisable to set the detection
frequency (i.e. ω) on a resonance of the cantilever, in order to
maximize the sensitivity and the SNR [26]. The step-by-step
workflow to perform SH-KPFM measurements is as follows:

1) Identify the phase φω by electrostatically actuating the
cantilever at the operation frequency → UC = sin(ωt)
This paper: φω = −90 ○

2) Set the reference phase of the lock-in amplifier accord-
ingly: ΘRef. = −φω = 90 ○

3) Operate SH-KPFM with UC = a ⋅ [sin(ωt)+ sin(2ωt)]
and record the demodulated in-phase and out-of-phase
deflection components Xω and Yω , respectively.

4) Calculate the surface potential ϕ via Equ. (5).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Theory verification

The single-harmonic response open-loop KPFM mode as
derived in Equ. (4)-(5) is verified by means of parameter
sweeps. Fig. 4(a) shows the measured demodulation ampli-
tudes Xω and Yω (i) together with the calculated surface
potential ϕ (ii) when sweeping the drive amplitude a for
the detection at ω. A model fit using Equ. (4) results in
a good overlap of theory and experiment. As for the cal-
culated potential in (ii), it converges to the applied 0.5 V
with increasing drive amplitude, demonstrating its quantitative
measurement capabilities. Here, the natural contact potential
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(a)
(i) (i)(i)

(ii) (ii) (ii)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. (a,b) Influence of the drive amplitude a on (i) the measured in-phase and out-of-phase components (X and Y , respectively) and (ii) the calculated
surface potential ϕ, when operating with the (a) ω and (b) 2ω variant of SH-KPFM. Dotted lines in (ii) represent the constant applied sample bias voltage
(0.5V). (c) Influence of the applied sample bias on (i) the demodulation components and (ii) the measured surface potential at a constant drive amplitude a,
with the measurement error plotted on the right y axis. Black solid lines represent fitted curves using the model derived in Equ. (4). The calculated surface
potential values in (ii) are corrected for the tip-sample CPD to allow a quantitative comparison to the applied sample bias.

difference (CPD) of the tip and sample material (determined in
a separate measurement using conventional KPFM) is already
taken into account to allow this quantitative comparison. In
(b) the same measurement and fit, but with the detection
set at 2ω is shown. For this the drive frequency is adjusted
to f = 126.3/2 = 63.15kHz to allow a fair comparison (i.e.
equal sensitivity via the detection at the same frequency and
thus the same cantilever dynamics). Since the Y -component
reduces by a factor of 2 when measuring at 2ω as compared
to ω (see Equ. (4)) the SNR reduces noticeably. This can
can be seen by the increased standard deviation at the same
measurement conditions (a = 1V). Due to this fact and since
there are no differences in instrumentation, the operation of
SH-KPFM at ω instead of 2ω is favourable and therefore used
in the upcoming experiments. Fig. 4(c)(i) shows the measured
demodulation components at ω, when sweeping the applied
sample bias voltage at a fixed drive amplitude a. Again, the
model fit perfectly overlays with the measured amplitudes.
The deviation of the measured surface potential ϕ to the
applied potential in (ii) exhibits only a standard deviation of
σ = 5.4mV over the shown 4V range, which closely matches
the performance of conventional KPFM modes [20].

B. SH-KPFM vs. conventional KPFM

After injecting surface charges in the PMMA covered
sample as described in Sec. III-B its topography and surface
potential distribution is measured in air and shown in Fig. 5.
The surface roughness of the PMMA layer in (a) lies in the
single nm range, making it an ideal sample for showcasing
SH-KPFM as possible topographical crosstalk is inhibited.

The measurement via conventional KPFM in (b) reveals the
positively and negatively charged surface areas on the sample.
Basically the exact same potential distribution is measured
with SH-KPFM via the detection of the amplitudes Xω and
Yω (c). Although hardly observable, SH-KPFM features a
slightly sharper transition at the edges of the charge rectangles
than KPFM. This originates from the fact that, SH-KPFM
doesn’t incorporate a controller. The response of the cantilever
with its predefined Q-factor and resonance frequency [27] is
therefore the only limiting factor in terms of scan-speed during
SH-KPFM measurements. Furthermore (under the assump-
tion of time-invariant ∣G(ω)∣), the out-of-phase image Yω is
proportional to the tip-sample capacitance gradient, providing
additional information on the sample composition. Since the
used PMMA surface is purely homogeneous, the Yω image
doesn’t contain any texture (as expected).
The lift-height dependence of the measured potential at the
indicated cross-section is shown in (d). When distancing from
the surface the sharp cantilever tip has less proportional
influence on the overall electrostatic force, which results in
averaging over an increasing sample area [28]. However, even
at a tip-sample distance of 1 µm a clear contrast between the
individual charge-areas can be seen. This observation changes
when immersing the sample in aqueous media, as treated in
the following.

C. SH-KPFM operation in water

As discussed in the introduction one major advantage of
SH-KPFM is its dc-bias free operation, making it suitable for
operation in polar liquids such as water. As shown in Fig. 6,
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µ
(a) (b) (d)(c)

Fig. 5. (a) Topography of the partly charged PMMA surface with (b) the surface potential distribution measured with conventional KPFM.
(c) Measured demodulation components (Xω , Yω) with the calculated potential distribution using SH-KPFM on the right. (d) Tip-sample distance dependence
of the measured surface potential at the scan-line indicated in (c). (measurement environment: air — lift height (b,c): 50 nm — topography color scale: 10 nm
— potential color scale: 2 V — scale bar: 5 µm)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6. (a) Potential distribution of the charged PMMA surface measured with SH-KPFM in water. (b) Lift-height dependence of the measured potential
at several specific distances along a single scan-line as indicated in (a). A neutral filler background is added for better visualization. (c) Comparison of the
measured potentials at the low- and high-side as a function of lift-height in air and water. Dashed lines represent fitted exponential curves with a decay length
of 60 nm. (d) Dissipation of the surface potential over time due to water-molecule induced depolarization of the PMMA layer. (measurement environment:
deionized water — lift height (a): 50 nm — potential color scale: 150 mV — scale bar: 5 µm)

the individual charged areas on the surface can clearly be
resolved. One of the notable challenges when operating in
water is the highly damped cantilever oscillation (see Fig. 2),
resulting in a decreased SNR. The consequences become
evident when comparing the measurements in water to those in
air (Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 5(c), respectively). Further, upon contact
with the water molecules dipole, which feature a random
orientation in the bulk solution, the PMMA layer undergoes
partial depolarization via the formation of a hydration layer
near its surface [16]. This depolarization increases as the water
is flushed due to induced turbulent flow inside the liquid cell.
Here, the solution is only injected up to the point where the
cantilever/sample system is fully immersed, which leads to a
roughly tenfold reduction in potential magnitude and further
reduces the SNR.
An interesting observation is the inversion of the signs of the
charged rectangles. However, this aligns with previous findings
of ourselves and others [12], [29], [30]. This phenomenon
is mainly attributed to the presence of the electric double
layer (EDL), which forms above charged surfaces immersed
in ionized liquids. The interplay of water molecules (hydration
layers), surface charges and solvated ions cause its formation
and influence the electric potential seen by the cantilever.
Despite the use of deionized water in the experiment, a finite

number of ions may persist due to imperfect filtering, possible
contamination (e.g. dissolved CO2), and self-ionization of
water molecules themselves. This has further a substantial
impact on the tip-sample distance dependence of the measured
potential, as shown in (b). Unlike measurements in air, the
surface potential measurement in water exhibits a nearly com-
plete vanishing of potential contrast as the lift-height increases
towards 300 nm. While averaging effects play a similar role as
in air, this is amplified by the charge-shielding/screening effect
generally associated with the EDL [11], [31]. A comparison
of the extracted potential values at the center of the charged
areas in air and water as a function of the tip-sample distance
is shown in (c).
Another interesting aspect is the observed depolarization of
the PMMA surface over time. The electric dipoles of the
surrounding water molecules, that are moved/rotated by Brow-
nian motion and the scanning cantilever, exhibit a randomly
changing orientation that gradually depolarizes the surface.
This is manifested by decreasing potential magnitudes over
time as shown by the cross-sectional analysis in (d). Similar
observations are also made under ambient conditions due
to humidity, albeit over significantly longer time-constants,
spanning hours to days [32], [33]. To mitigate the effects
of this time-dependent charge dissipation on the experiments,
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the measurement time during investigations of lift-height de-
pendence in (b) is minimized. As such, measurements are
conducted only at a few specific heights and reduced from
high to low (300 nm → 10 nm), resulting in a measurement
duration of ∼40 s for Fig. 6(b). It is concluded that due to
the increase in potential contrast during sample approach, the
EDL shielding effect has a much larger impact on the potential
distribution than the time-dependent charge dissipation.
In summary, this work demonstrates the development and
instrumentation of SH-KPFM for measuring surface charge
distributions in air and water, revealing insights into their
temporal and spatial variability. Specifically, the charge dis-
sipation of a polarized PMMA surface exposed to deionized
water is analyzed. It is found that the electric dipole of
surrounding water molecules and residual ions in the solution
have a major influence on the measured potential distribution
and dissipation. In terms of instrumentation, the calibration
process when compared to other open-loop KPFM modes is
eased as SH-KPFM merely requires the identification of a
single parameter, specifically the cantilever phase response at
the operation frequency. This is comparable to the need for
feedback-phase calibration within conventional KPFM.

V. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

The proposed single-harmonic response open-loop KPFM
technique (SH-KPFM) enables measurements of nanoscale po-
tential distributions in air and water. By suitably adapting the
electrical excitation signal, frequency mixing of the electro-
static force terms is achieved. This enables the determination
of the sample surface potential via the cantilever deflection
measurement at a single frequency. The consequence is that
(different from other open-loop KPFM methods) the sensitivity
can be maximized by setting the detection frequency on a
cantilever resonance. Further, the technique relies merely on
the calibration of a single parameter (i.e. the cantilever phase
response at the detection frequency), which is comparable
to conventional closed-loop KPFM. This results in increased
robustness against possible drifts and other parasitic effects.
Future work focuses on developing the technique towards fully
calibration-free measurements.
Distributed charged areas are injected into a PMMA covered
substrate and investigated with SH-KPFM in air and water.
The measurements provide quantitative insight into the spatial
and temporal variability of the samples surface potential and
thus showcase the feasibility of SH-KPFM for analyzing
electric charge-driven mechanisms at the nanoscale in aqueous
environments.
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